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The Seed to Table Cycle
Part 2

NGSS Addressed

CA Health Standards Addressed

K-LS1-1 Use observations to describe patterns of what plants
and animals (including humans) need to survive.

Kindergarten: 1.1.N Name a variety of healthy foods and explain
why they are necessary for good health.

1-LS1-1 Use materials to design a solution to a human problem
by mimicking how plants and/or animals use their external parts
to help them survive, grow, and meet their needs.

First Grade: 1.3.G Identify a variety of behaviors that promote
healthy growth and development.

2-PS1-1 Plan and conduct an investigation to describe
and classify different kinds of materials by their observable
properties.
2-LS2-2 Develop a simple model that mimics the function of an
animal in dispersing seeds or pollinating plants.
4-LS1-1 Construct an argument that plants and animals have
internal and external structures that function to support survival,
growth, behavior, and reproduction.

Second Grade: 1.4.N List the benefits of healthy eating (including
beverages and snacks).
Third Grade: 5.1.G Examine why a variety of behaviors promote
healthy growth and development.
Fourth Grade: 7.1.N Practice how to take personal responsibility
for eating healthy foods.
Fifth Grade: 8.1.N Encourage and promote healthy eating and
increased physical activity opportunities at school and in the
community.

5-LS1-1 Support an argument that plants get the materials they
need for growth chiefly from air and water.
5-LS2-1 Develop a model to describe the movement of matter
among plants, animals, decomposers, and the environment.
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Preparation
K-1 Teacher will need the large pictures of the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table
Cycle and journals for responses.
Grades 2-5 Teacher will need sets of the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table Cycle for
collaborative work and journals for responses.

Success Skills
•

Collaboration with their peers on the knowledge they acquired about the Seed to
Table cycle.

•

Communication with peers as students discuss the parts of the cycle. Students should
be able to defend their opinion, based on the logical progression of the cycle.

•

Critical thinking in defense of their choices.

Challenging Question
How does my food reach my plate?
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(K–5) Access Prior Knowledge
•

Review the word cycle.

•

Review the first five stages of the seed to Table Cycle, covered in the previous lesson

Explore
This is a hands-on activity that teaches the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table cycle.
Students will work together to determine the order of the remaining six stages.

Kindergarten and First Grade Explore

•

Teacher can do this whole group; with students working together learn the first four
stages of the seed to table cycle.

•

Teacher will show and explain the images of the remaining six stages of the Seed to
Table Cycle, out of sequence. Students will talk about each stage. Students make
conjectures about the order of the stages. The remaining six stages in the Seed to Table
Cycle are: pollination, fruit, harvest, preparing and cooking the food, eating at the
table, cleaning and composting.

•

Teacher will support students as they make their placement of each stage. Ask students
which stage should come after the Plant with Flowers stage. Have students talk to
their shoulder partner to discuss. Then, have students suggest which stage should be
next. Next have the students think about which stage should be “last.” Have students
discuss/deliberate about the order of the other stages. After the class has made their
choices, ask students to name the stages.

Kinder and First Grade Revision and Reflection
Students draw pictures of one of the stages within the cycle and can dictate or write a
description of that stage.

Second and Third Grade Explore
This is a hands-on activity that teaches the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table cycle.
Students will work together to determine the order of the remaining six stages.
•

Teacher asks “What is the process of growing food? What happens after the food
leaves the farm? How does that process continue as a cycle?

Teacher will hand out group sets of the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table Cycle,
out of sequence. Students are given time to talk about each stage and consider the sequence. Students in the group come to a consensus about the order of the stages, based on
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Farm to School Lessons for K—5
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This is a hands-on activity that teaches the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table cycle.
Students will work together to determine the order of the remaining six stages.

evidence gathered or inferred from pictures. The remaining six stages in the Seed to Table
Cycle are: pollination, fruit, harvest, preparing and cooking the food, eating at the table,
cleaning and composting. (Bold words need to be defined before the activity.)
•

Teacher can suggest the following process to individual groups: Determine which stage
should go next in the sequence, after Plants with Flowers. Have students talk to their
shoulder partner to discuss. Next have the students think about which stage should be
last. Have students discuss/deliberate about the order of the middle stages. After the
groups have come to a consensus, make sure they have recorded their sequence to share
in a class discussion.

•

Teacher facilitates a class discussion of the sequence of the first five stages of the Seed
to Table Cycle. Make sure to have groups support their sequence with evidence they
have gathered/inferred.

Second and Third Grade Revision and Reflection
When groups are ready to record, students enter their sequences of the remaining six stages
in their journals, labeling each stage of the cycle.
•

Students write a response in their journal to one of the following the following
prompts:
 Explain how the absence of one of the stages in the Seed to Table Cycle could stop
the cycle.
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 How do you think trees and fruit grow in an area where farmers don’t plan to
grow food? (Ex. jungle areas)

Fourth and Fifth Grade Explore
This is a hands-on activity that teaches the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table cycle.
Students will work together to determine the order of the remaining six stages.
•

Teacher asks “What is the process of growing food? What happens after the food
leaves the farm? How does that process continue as a cycle?

•

Teacher will hand out group sets of the remaining six stages of the Seed to Table
Cycle, out of sequence. Students are given time to talk about each stage and consider
the sequence. Students in the group come to a consensus about the order of the stages,
based on evidence gathered or inferred from pictures. The remaining six stages in the
Seed to Table Cycle are: pollination, fruit, harvest, preparing and cooking the food,
eating at the table, cleaning and composting. (Bold words need to be defined before the
activity.)

•

Teacher can suggest the following process to individual groups: Determine which stage
should go next in the sequence, after Plants with Flowers. Have students talk to their
shoulder partner to discuss. Next have the students think about which stage should be
last. Have students discuss/deliberate about the order of the middle stages. After the
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groups have come to a consensus, make sure they have recorded their sequence to share
in a class discussion.
•

Teacher facilitates a class discussion of the sequence of the first five stages of the Seed
to Table Cycle. Make sure to have groups support their sequence with evidence they
have gathered/inferred.

Fourth and Fifth Grade Revision and Reflection
•

When groups are ready to record, students enter their sequences of the remaining six
stages in their journals, labeling each stage of the cycle.

•

Students write a response in their journal to one of the following the following
prompts:
 Explain how the absence of one of the stages in the Seed to Table Cycle could stop
the cycle.
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 How do you think trees and fruit grow in an area where farmers don’t plan to
grow food? (Ex. jungle areas)
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Soil preparation

Seedling

Cleaning and
composting
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Eating at
table

Preparing and
cooking

Plant seed

Seed
to
Table
Cycle

Young plant with
leaves

Plant with flowers

Pollination

Harvest

Fruit

Adapted from theedibleschoolyard.org
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Pollination

Fruit

Harvest

Preparing and Cooking

Eating at the Table
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Pollination

Fruit
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Harvest

Preparing and Cooking
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Eating at the Table

Cleaning and Composting
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